School of Life Sciences
Women in Science Seminar Series
1.30pm-2.30pm CRPC seminar room

26th Jan    Dr Erika Mancini (University of Sussex)
            “Reading the DNA code, the genetic and the epigenetic way”
            Host: Louise Serpell

23rd Feb    Mariana Vargas-Caballero (University of Southampton)
            “The human brain and Alzheimer's Disease: knowns and unknowns”
            Host: Karen Marshall Louise Serpell

22nd March  Dr Gillian Fraser (University of Cambridge)
            “Building nanomachines in biological outer space”
            Host: Louise Serpell

26th April  Professor Anne Willis (University of Leicester)
            “Post transcriptional control of gene expression and its role in disease”
            Host: Simon Morley

24th May    Sarah Staniland (University of Sheffield)
            Magnetic bacteria (TBC)
            Host: Louise Serpell

Date TBC    Nazneen Rahman (Imperial College London)
            Genetic causes of cancer (TBC)
            Host: Aidan Doherty

28th June   Professor Nicky Clayton (University of Cambridge)
            “From bird lady to dancing Professor”
            Host: Jeremy Niven

www.sussex.ac.uk/lifesci/athenaswan